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　　Abstract　　The large scale character of the interannual variation of precipitation and the urban effect on local annual precipi tation
anomaly are investigated in this paper based on the 1960—2000 annual precipitation observations at 20 stations in the Beijing region.The

result s show that:the annual precipitat ion in the Beijing region possesses the large scale variation character w ith the linear t rend of

-1.197/ 10 yr , w hich corresponds to a total reduction of 27.82 mm in annual precipi tat ion in the 41 years;the local annual precipi tation

anomalies(percent of the normal 1960—2000)show a posit ive center near the urban area , i.e.u rban precipitation island(UPI), w hose
intensity increases w ith the linear t rend of 0.6621%/ 10 yr , opposi te to the in terannual t rend of large scale precipi tat ion over the Beijing

region;changes in the UPI are also associated with the intensity of synoptic processes of precipitat ion , and when the synopt ic processes are

st rong (wet years), the in tensity of UPI st rengthens , w hile the synoptic processes are w eak(dry years), and the UPI disappears in the
Beijing region.

　　Keywords:　urban precipi tation island effect , interannual climate variation , precipitation , Beijing , atmospheric science.

　　Distribution of precipitation in a city is a rela-
tively complicated problem , and closely related with
dominant wind , local circulation , topog raphy , water
body , buildings , and the property of underlying sur-
face , etc.Urban ef fect on local rainfall and its physi-
cal mechanism is a controversial issue in urban climate

studies , and there are roughly three different points

of view
[ 1]
:firstly , urbanization has no impact on pre-

cipi tation;secondly , urbanization increases precipita-
tion , especially in the downwind area of city ;and
thirdly , urbanization contrarily reduces precipi tation.
These disputes took place before the 1980s.With
more and more observations , especially the intensive
observat ions of scientific experiments , and with pro-

g resses in numerical simulat ions on precipitation
[ 2—4]

,
the three points of view have g radually approached

each other , that is , urbanization increases precipita-
tion , especially in the downwind area of ci ty , which
is the so-called UPI (urban precipi tation island)ef-

fect.For example , the study of Rosenfeld
[ 5]
suggest-

ed that urbanization and indust rial pollut ions w ould

lead to increases in precipi tation and snow in the

downwind of city.Changnon
[ 6]

set up 11 raingauge

observat ion points w ithin the 25 km
2
area of Urbana

city , collected 10 yr precipitation measurements , and

plot ted the distribution of the average annual rainfall ,
providing observational evidence that urban ef fect in-
creased the precipitation most in the downw ind area

of the city.

Since the 1980s , contrast studies of urban and

suburban precipi tation have been conducted more or

less consecutively in Shanghai
[ 7]
, Beijing

[ 8]
,

Fuzhou
[ 9]
, and Lanzhou

[ 10]
, and most studies pro-

vided evidence that urbanization does increase precipi-
tation , but the order of magnitude and the location of
precipitation increase dif fer w ith dif ferent dominant

w inds , local ci rculations , topog raphies , water bod-
ies , and underlying surfaces of various cities.

The 1960 —2000 precipitation observat ions at 20
stations in the Beijing region are used in this paper to

investigate the interannual variation of annual precipi-
tation and the urbanizat ion effect of Beijing on precip-
itation.

1　Interannual variation of annual precipita-
tion in the Beijing region

There are 20 stations in total in the Beijing re-
gion , among them the precipitation data observed at



15 stations cover the w hole 41 yr period f rom 1960 to

2000 , and the data at other 5 stations started in the
middle 1970s , ranging from 23 to 27 y r.In order to
fill the missing data at the 5 stations , the objective
analy sis was used in the spatial interpolat ion of pre-
cipi tation data.The 41 y r precipi tation data at least
contain climate changes on two spatial scales:the in-
terannual (or interdecadal oscillations)variation on

large scale and the local urban ef fect on meso-small
scale.The adequate method used to separate the local
change of precipi tation f rom the large scale change of

climate background is critical in detecting the urban

effect on precipitation.There are many methods

available for scale-separating , such as filtering.The
method used to detect the urban heat island (UHI)

effect of Bei jing by Lin and Yu
[ 11]

is employed in this

paper , that is to say , the annual precipitat ion series
(R j , its long-term mean is denoted by R m hereafter)
for the Beijing region (APSBR)is obtained by spa-
tially averaging the 41 y r annual rainfalls(R ij)over
the 20 stations in the region , and used to represent

the large scale changes of precipitation.Then the lo-
cal precipitation anomaly (LPA;percent of no rmal)
at a station is defined as

DR ij =(R ij -R j)/ R m

i =1 ,2 , …, 20 , 　j =1 ,2 , …,41

Likewise , fo r convenience of discussing the large
scale annual precipitation(R j)in the Beijing region ,
the APSBR has also been transfo rmed into anomaly

series(percent of normal)of precipitation (i.e.(R j

-R m)/ R m).Fig .1(a)show s the interannual varia-
tion of the anomaly percent of APSBR , and it can be
seen that the APSBR decreased generally over the

past 41 yrs with the overall linear trend of about

-1.197%/10 y r , and abruptly changed in 1980(the
jump point)w ith the positive climat ic stage-mean
anomaly of 4% befo re and the negative anomaly of

-4% after the jump point.The dif ference (8%)in
precipitation anomalies between the two climate

stages is significant at 0.01 confidence level (Stu-
dent' s t test).

In o rder to show that the APSBR possesses the

large scale character of precipi tation , 57 stations in

North China (37—45°N , 105—122°E), each with

more 35 y r meteorological observation data , were se-
lected , such as Shijiazhuang , Zhang jiakou , Chengde
in Hebei province;Datong , Wutaishan in Shanxi

province;Zhurihe , Baotou , Xilinhaote , Chifeng in

Inner Mongolia;Chaoyang , Jinzhou , Dalian in

Liaoning province;Yinchuan , Yanchi in Ningxia;
Yulin , Dingbian in Shaanxi;and Tianjing.The low-
er panel in Fig.1 exhibits the interannual variation of
the annual precipitation anomaly(APA;percent of
no rmal)fo r North China , and it is also observed from
the panel that positive anomalies dominated befo re

1980 , with the climatic stage-mean of 3%;and af-
terwards , negative anomalies dominate w ith the

stage-mean of -4%.The dif ference(7%)in precip-
itation anomalies between the tw o climate stages is

significant at 0.01 confidence level (Student ' s t

test), and 1980 is also a jump point.The overall lin-
ear t rend is -1.817%/10 yr (solid line).The tw o
anomaly series in the upper and low er panels are very

similar , and their contemporaneous co rrelation coeff i-
cient reaches 0.8221 , significant at an above 0.001
confidence level.If the correlation coef ficient of time
series of tw o climatic variables exceeds a certain conf i-
dence level , say 1%, then one of the two series can
be used to represent the other.Therefore , the APS-
BR is able to represent the time change of annual pre-
cipitation for North China , and possesse the large

scale change character of precipi tation.

Fig.1.　Interannual changes of APA (percent of normal)in the

Beijing region(a)and North China (b).Thick solid line denotes
the t rend line , and the thick dash lines represent the jump point and
stage means.

The long-term mean(R m)of the annual precipi-
tation(R j)for the Beijing region is 581.0 mm , and
its linear t rend is -1.197%/10 y r , that is to say ,
R j reduced by 1.197% every 10 y rs , corresponding

to a to tal reduction of 27.82 mm in the past 40 years.
Table 1 lists the decadal-mean annual precipitat ions at
several representative stations w ith good record quali-
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ty and thei r interdecadal changes fo r the 1990s minus

the 1960s.Table 1 shows that the mean annual pre-
cipi tation in the 1990s reduced at most stations rela-
tive to the 1960s , with a larger reduction more than
40 mm at Fengtai , Mentougou , and Miyun stations ,
a mediate reduction of 15 mm at Beijing station , and
a small reduction less than 10 mm at other stations;
but at the individual stations such as Shangdianzi sta-
tion , the mean annual precipitat ion increased by a

small increment less than 10 mm.

Table 1.　Changes in decadal-mean annual precipitation(mm)
a t several representative stations in the Beijing region

Name of station 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 1990s minus 1960s

Beijing 583.6 567.4 579.9 568.3 -15.2

Chaoyang 626.1 587.5 561.5 595.4 -30.6

Fengtai 609.1 589.2 561.1 550.7 -58.3

Mentougou 637.3 569.8 569.8 591.4 -45.8

M iyun 676.1 620.2 665.4 630.4 -45.6

Shangdianzi 604.3 642.2 647.7 611.6 　 7.3

Xiayunling 654.7 647.1 630.3 646.9 -7.8

2　Urban effect on precipitation in the Bei-
jing region

The temporal averaging of DR ij yields the long-
term means of local annual precipi tation changes at

the 20 stations , i.e.UPI map fo r the Beijing region
(Fig.2).Fig.2 show s that negative anomalies dom-
inate the northwest of the region wi th anomaly cen-

ters of -14%, -21%, and -16%, at Tanghekou
(333 m), Yanqing (489 m), and Xizhaitang (441
m)stations , respectively , which are all located in the
mountainous area w ith a sea level elevation of mo re

than 300 m and far from the urban area.The o ther
negative anomaly area lies in the south of the region

w ith a center of -5% at Dax ing station.There are
also two posit ive anomaly areas:one lies in the vicini-
ty of the urban area of Beijing (i.e.UPI)w ith its
center of 5% at Mengtouguo station(slight ly west of
the urban heat island), and the other in the no rtheast
of the region w ith its center of 12%in the vicinity of

Miyun and Huairou (called Huairou local excessive

precipitation area (LEPA)hereaf ter for convenience
of discussion).Fig .2 differs from previous studies in

expanding spatially to the far suburban area and tem-
porally to a longer period of observational data for 41

years on UPI ef fect that were only based on the ur-

ban-suburb contrast observations of short periods
[ 12]

or on the observations of a longer period but only in

the urban-outskirt s spatially limited area
[ 7]
, such as

Feng tai , Haidian , Shijingshan , and Meng touguo sta-
tions.Those areas had been at least partly urbanized
at that time and the observations obtained at the four

stations are unable to fully represent the character of

the suburb of Beijing.The spatial pattern of the local
annual precipi tation changes in the Beijing region is

no t only associated w ith UHI , but also with the to-
pography and dominant wind of the region.

Fig.2.　Long-term average of LPA(percent of normal)in the Beijing region(Contours are draw n every 2%w ith solid lines being posi-
tive , dash lines negative , and thick solid lines zero contours).
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　　Impacts of city on precipitat ion may result f rom
the following three ef fects.First , the ef fect of UHI
is a major one , which induces the convergent circula-
tion in the urban boundary layer by forcing the as-
cending of relative w arm air near the urban surface

and the compensative converging of cooler suburban

air tow ards the urban area.Sang and Liu
[ 13]

pointed

out that the UHI effect may result in a low pressure

sy stem centered over the urban area and the pressure

g radient forcing tow ards the low center , thus forming
a HUI circulation w hich is favorable to the mainte-
nance of convective precipi tation.The second is ob-
stacle effect.The underlying surface roughness length
of city , due to its buildings of dif ferent heights , is far
g reater than that of suburban underly ing surface ,
which may not only induce mechanical turbulences in

the urban boundary layer , but also retard the slowly
moving systems of precipi tation , such as stat ionary

front , stationary shear line , and slowly moving cold
front.The third is nuclei effect.A large quantity of

g reenhouse gases and aerosols including CO2 and CH4

is emit ted every day from the combustion of fossil fu-
el , such as coal , gases , and petrol used for daily liv-
ing , heating , indust ries and traffic in urban areas.
And among those pollutants there are many hydro-
scopic nuclei such as sulphate , nit rate , and carbon-
ate.Much more condensation nuclei in the urban area
than in rural area are favorable to the increase in pre-
cipi tation in the urban area , and therefore , in Fig.2
there is a UPI around Mentougou station , a position
approximately corresponding to the UHI of Beijing

(not show n).

Beijing city lies in the north of No rth China

plain , and topography is f lat in the urban area , but
very complicated in the peripheral areas , w ith the

Yanshan mountains in its north and the Taihang

mountains as it s w est periphery.The elevations of the
mountainous areas of the Jundoushan and Xishan (as
the f ringes of the above tw o mountain systems)are
about 500—1000 m higher than the urban area , and
furthermo re thei r distances f rom the city are 30—40
km.Under such a megarelief , when the dominant

synoptic system is w eak , the mountain-valley wind ,
usually at 2—4 m/ s , prevails over the Beijing region
from the ground surface up to about 300 m level ,
w ith the southerly valley wind in day time and the

northerly mountain w ind at night
[ 12]

.The mountain-
valley wind in conjunct ion w ith the UHI circulation

forms the particular local circulation field , which fur-
ther impacts precipitat ion in the Beijing region.The

mountainous areas in the northwest of Beijing region

are far from the urban area , and the ai r is clean , and
the influence of UHI and mountain-valley w ind is

much smaller.Therefo re , the precipitat ion anomaly

is negative and large.

The Huairou LEPA located to the no rtheast of

the urban area is a stronger one of two , and its for-
mation mechanism is still a cont roversial issue.The
author considers that the Huairou LEPA results f rom

the UHI ef fect in conjunction with the particular to-
pography.It is seen f rom the UHI map of the Beijing

region
[ 11]
(not show n)that the UHI centered at the

urban area expands northeastw ards , Miyun and

Huairou are within the higher value area of UHI , and
the contour pattern of UHI intensity is overally simi-
lar to that of precipitation anomaly (percent of nor-
mal)in Fig.2.The summer (JJA)precipi tation in

the Beijing region accounts for about 70% of the an-
nual rainfall , and the south or southeast summer

monsoon prevails in the season.The prevail w ind in
conjunction w ith the no rtherly mountain wind at

night and the UHI circulation result in the convergent

f low field in the Miyun-Huairou area.The convergent
f low s plus the sufficient moisture f rom the vast sheet

of w ater body-Guant ing reservoi r foster the Huairou
LEPA.

Xu et al.
[ 14]

simulated the meteorological envi-
ronmental characteristics of January , March and July
of 2000 in the Beijing region by using a 3-D nonhy-
drostatic regional boundary layer model(RBLM)and
compared the simulated results with the observ ational

data.The model domain covers a 200 km ×200 km
area centered at the urban area of Beijing , w ith a hor-
izontal g rid leng th of 4 km , and a vert ical range of
0—5400 m , and 30 vertical layers in total(the high-
est vertical resolution is 20 m).The underlying sur-
face parameters w ere determined using the vegetat ion

and buildings map plo tted by Beijing Mapping Bu-
reau.The prediction equation for surface temperature
inco rporated the anthropogenic source , i.e.the heat
released from the coal and elect ricity consumed per u-
nit time.On the basis of analy zing the observat ion

data at 20 stations in the Beijing region , three day s ,

i.e.08:00 BS T 27
th
—08:00 BST 29

th
, 08:00 BST

15
th
—08:00 BST 17

th
, and 08:00 BST 8

th
—08:00

BST 10
th
, were selected f rom January , March , and

July of 2001 , respectively , and the three 48 h simula-
tions were performed using the RBLM model and the

initial fields interpolated f rom the selected actually
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observed fields.

The simulated summer (8
th
—10

th
July) flow

field in the near surface lay er (see Fig.4 in Ref.
[ 14] )exhibited typical mesoscale circulation systems
over the mountainous area-plain topog raphy.The
northerly dow n-slope wind dominated the urban area
in the morning , and around noon , there was the

w eak southw est up-slope f low over the northwest of

the urban area , the no rtheast up-slope flow over the

northeast and the southerly flow over the south part ,
respectively , and the w ind speeds over the w hole ur-
ban area w ere small.The southerly wind dominated
the urban area f rom the afternoon to the nex t early

morning , and the wind speed reached the maximum
at 18:00 BST , and gradually w eakened afterwards.
Proceeding to the nex t 05:00 BS T , the obvious UHI
circulat ion appeared over the urban area , the differ-
ence betw een urban and suburban temperatures

reached 5—6℃, and the surface f low s converged to-
wards the center near Haidian station(the local w arm
center).Besides , It is also seen from Fig .4 of Ref.
[ 14] that the vicinity of M iyun w as a higher temper-
ature area(valley topog raphy), and the southerly and
northerly w inds converged there w ith a larger range

and higher intensity than those of its counterpart near

Haidian in the urban area.Therefore , the simulation
also provides the interpretation for the fact that the

Huairou LEPA is st ronger than that near Haidian in

this paper.Although the simulated UHI w as st ronger

than the observed one
[ 11]

, the simulated flow field is

very close to the above analysis.In addi tion , numeri-

cal simulations by M iao and Tang
[ 15]

and Liu et

al.
[ 16]

also conf irmed that the cooperative interaction

between sea and(river)lake breeze and UHI promot-
ed the convergence of horizontal winds along the river

bank area in the Yangtze river delta , and increased
local precipitation in these areas.

In order to further discuss the interannual

changes in local annual rainfall , similar to Lin and

Yu
[ 11]

, the average of the LPAs of Bejing , Haidian ,
Chaoyang , Feng tai , and Mentougou stations is used
to represent the LPA fo r the urban area(i.e.UPI in-
tensi ty), one of Miyun , Huairou and Shuny i stations
for the Huairou LEPA , and one of Yanqing , Xiayun-
ling , Foyeding , Tanghekou and Xizhaitang stations

for the northwest mountainous area , respectively.
Fig.3 illustrates the interannual variations of the LPA
(percent of no rmal)for the three representative ar-
eas.The LPA over the urban area (upper panel)

changed violently in the 1960s , relatively smoo thly in
the 1970—1980s , and violently again in the 1990s ,
but i ts general trend is positive , with the linear t rend
of 0.6621%/10 yr , which corresponds to a total in-
crease of 2.646% over the 40 years.This increasing
t rend accords with the course of the urbanization of

Beijing.As is well know n , the urbanization of a city
increases the local temperature in the urban area , the
UHI circulation and also the local precipitation.How-
ever , the local precipi tation is af fected by many fac-
to rs , and i ts interannual changes are more complicat-
ed than those of local temperature.The large scale
t rend of precipitation in the Beijing region w as nega-
tive , and the mean annual precipi tations at Beijing ,
Chaoyang , Feng tai , and Mentougou stations in the

1990s dramatically dropped in comparison w ith the

1960s(Table 1).The large scale t rend is opposite to
the change of LPA resulting f rom the effect of UPI ,
suggesting that the increase in intensity of UPI might

have retarded the reduction of the local annual precip-
itation in the urban area over the past 40 years.

Fig.3.　Interannual variations of local annual precipitation anoma-
lies(percent of norm al)in the urban area(a), Huai rou(b)and

northw est mountainous areas(c)of the Beijing region.

The LPA in the Huairou LEPA (middle panel)
increased oscillatively and its linear trend is

1.6411%/10 yr , which corresponds to a total in-
crease of 6.5644%over the past 40 years , i.e.more
than tw ice of one in the urban area.Table 1 show s
that the annual precipitation in the LEPA also dis-
played a reducing t rend , just opposite to the changes
in the local precipitation anomaly , which indirectly
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proves evidence that the Huairou LEPA is associated

w ith the impact of the urbanization of Beijing .

The local precipitation anomaly in the northwest

mountainous area (lower panel)dropped w avily , and
i ts linear t rend is -1.8205%/10 y r , i.e.the local
precipitation dropped by 1.8205% every 10 years.
The no rthw est of the Beijing region lies in the moun-
tainous area w ith an elevation of more than 300 m.
Far from the urban area , the air is clean , and the in-
f luences of UHI ci rculation and mountain-valley
w inds are both much smaller.Therefore , the local
precipitation anomaly possessed a t rend consistent

w ith the large scale t rend of precipitation.

Lin et al.
[ 17]

pointed out in a study of the rela-
tion between the course of Beijing urbanization and

the intensi ty of UHI that the population in Beijing in-
creased by 6.5 times , the inf rast ructure investment
amount(IIA)g rew about 390 times , and the to tal
area of the manufactured floo r space(MFS)increased

14 t imes in the past 50 years o r odd.Variations of
Beijing urbanization indices show tw o major features.
First , the city scale expanded quickly in the 1950s ,
and af terwards the urban const ruction shrank or de-
veloped slow ly , impacted by the Triennium Natural

Disasters and the Cultural Revolut ion.Second , the
municipal const ruction has developed dramatically and

the urbanization course accelerated since the Reform

and Opening.Whatever , the mean grow th rate

(MGR)of IIA or MFS is several dozen or even one

hundred times that befo re the Reform and Opening.
Fig.4 gives the dif ferences in the LPA (percent of
no rmal)of the 1990s minus 1960s.It can be seen
that relative to the 1960s , the LPA increased in the

1990s in the urban area , forming a LEPA centered at

Mentougou station;and likewise , the LPA also in-
creased in the vicinity of Huairou station , forming the
Huairou LEPA.However , in the northw est moun-
tainous area , the LPA in the 1990s reduced relative to
the 1960s.

Fig.4.　Dif ferences in the LPA (percent of normal)of the 1990s minus 1960s in the Bei jing region.Contours are draw n every 1% with

solid lines being posi tive , dash lines negative , and the thick solid line the zero contour.

　　Because there are many facto rs impacting the

distribution of precipitat ion , and the impacting pro-
cess is also complicated , many researchers investigat-
ed dif ferent effects of city on precipitat ion under syn-
optic processes of dif ferent intensities.For example ,

Zhou et al.
[ 1]

perfo rmed the contrast analysis of 1977

(weak synoptic processes , Shanghai dry year)and

1978(st rong synoptic processes , Shanghai w et year)
annual precipitation , and argued that the impact of

city on precipitation w as evident w hen the synoptic

process affecting Shanghai w as w eak , but blurred
w hen it w as st rong .Similarly , 10 w et test and driest
years in this paper were respectively selected f rom the

annual precipi tation anomaly series of Beijing region

(Fig.1(a))to represent strong and w eak synoptic

process years , and their corresponding composi tes of
local annual precipi tation anomaly performed (Fig.
5).
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Fig.5.　Averaged LPA(percent of normal)over(a)wettest and(b)driest 10 years in the Beijing region.Contou rs are draw n every 2%
w ith solid lines being posi tive , dash lines negative , and the thick solid line the zero contour.

　　The w et years indicate that cold and w arm air

frequently meet together , and the synoptic processes
are strong.The 10 w ettest years selected are orderly
1969 , 1964 , 1977 , 1973 , 1994 , 1998 , 1996 , 1990 ,
1992 , and 1978.The composi te of their precipitation
anomaly (Fig.5)is very similar to Fig.2 , but the in-
tensi ties of both positive and negative anomalies have

increased.The Xishan mountainous area is a negative
anomaly area w ith centers at Tanghekou , Yanqing ,
and Xizhaitang , respect ively .A relatively weak posi-
tive anomaly area still lies in the vicini ty of the urban

area but wi th it s center intensity increased to 8%,

and another st ronger positive anomaly is in the vicini-
ty of Miyun-Huairou wi th its center intensi ty in-
creased to 14%.

The dry years mean that cold and w arm air

rarely meet , the circulation systems are rather stable
and the synoptic processes are weak.The 10 driest
years selected are o rderly 1965 , 1980 , 1999 , 1975 ,
1981 , 1992 , 1997 , 2000 , 1972 , and 1974.The
composite of thei r precipitation anomaly (Fig.5(b))
differs g reat ly from Fig.2.A large negative/positive
anomaly area has occupied the southw est/no rtheast
parts of the Beijing region.The urban positive
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anomaly area has disappeared , replaced by negative
anomaly .The Huairou LEPA is still in the vicinity of

Huairou , but its intensi ty has increased to 16%.
Those changes indicate that w hen the synoptic pro-
cesses w ere st rong , Beijing' s UPI st reng thened , and
when the process became w eak , the UPI disap-
peared.This result dif fers f rom Zhou' s conclusion
that w hen the synoptic process w as st rong , Shang-
hai' s UPI weakened , but w hen the process w as

w eak , the UPI st rengthened
[ 1]
.This may be due to

the dif ferences in the geographic positions and gov-
erning systems of the tw o ci ties.Shanghai lies at a
lower latitude coastal area , and the w eather there is
mainly governed by the w est Pacific subtropical high

in summer.While Beijing is located in the middle lat-
itude inland area , and is governed by the w esterlies.
Besides , this paper is based on the stat istics of 10

years , but Zhou' s on the contrast analysis of several
individual years.

3　Conclusions

The past 41 y r(1960 —2000)precipitation data
at 20 stations in the Beijing region have been used in

this paper to discuss the large scale interannual varia-
tion character of annual precipitation in the Beijing re-
gion as w ell as the urban ef fect on local annual precip-
itation anomaly (percent of normal).The conclusions
are as follow s:

(i)The 20 station-averaged annual precipitation
over the Bei jing region possesses the large scale varia-
tion character , and is able to represent the changes of
annual precipitation over North China.The annual
precipitation over the Beijing region has decreased in

the past 41 yr , w ith a linear t rend of -1.197/10 yr ,
which corresponds to a total reduction of 4.788%
(27.82 mm)in the past 40 yr.The reductions at
Fengtai , Mentougou , and Miyun stations are largest
(more than 40 mm), and the reduction at Beijing sta-
tion is 15 mm.

(ii)There are two posi tive and two negative

anomaly areas on the local annual precipitation

anomaly (percent of normal)map , a relatively weak
posit ive anomaly area lying in the vicinity of the ur-
ban area with a center of 5% at M entougou station ,
i.e.Beijing' s UPI , and the other stronger positive
anomaly area to the no rtheast of the urban area w ith a

center of 12% at the vicini ty of Huairou (i.e.
Huairou LEPA), which results f rom the interaction

of the UHI circulation w ith the particular topography

of Huairou and its peripheral area.A stronger nega-
tive anomaly area covers the northwest mountainous

area of the Beijing region wi th the strongest center of

-21% at Yanqing stat ion , and another smaller and
weaker negative anomaly area lies in the south of the

Beijing region with a center of -5%at Daxing.

(iii)The average of LPAs at Beijing , Haidian ,
Chaoyang , Fengtai , and Mentougou stations is used
to represent the change of UPI intensity , and it has
show n an increasing t rend (the linear trend is

0.6621%/10 yr)in the past 40 years , which is just
opposite to the large scale trend of annual precipita-
tion in the area.This suggests that urbanization may
st reng then the UPI , thus retarding the reduction of
Beijing' surban annual precipitat ion in the past 40 y r.
　　

(iv)The average of LPAs at Miyun , Huairou ,
and Shunyi stations is used to represent the changes

of the Huairou LEPA.And the intensity of the

Huairou center has also show n an increasing t rend

over the past 40 yr , and its linear t rend is 1.6411%/
10 y r , which is also opposite to the interannual t rend
of large scale precipitation in the area.

(v)The average of LPAs at Yanqing , Xiayun-
ling , Foyeding , Tanghekou , and Xizhaitang stations
is used to represent the changes of precipi tation in the

no rthw est mountainous area , and the local precipita-
tion showed a declining t rend (the linear t rend is

-1.8205%/10 yr), which is consistent w ith that of
the large scale precipitation in the area.

(vi)The intensi ty of UPI is also associated w ith
the intensity of synoptic process affecting the Beijing

region.When the synoptic process is st rong (wet
years), Beijing ' s UPI streng thens , and when the

process is weak (dry years), the UPI disappears.
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